
 
    
Is this Is this Is this Is this ----thethethethe---- Ste Ste Ste Steve? If so I love your work!! Alve? If so I love your work!! Alve? If so I love your work!! Alve? If so I love your work!! Always have from Rodek and Hifonics to Lanzar ways have from Rodek and Hifonics to Lanzar ways have from Rodek and Hifonics to Lanzar ways have from Rodek and Hifonics to Lanzar 
Opti and US ACOUSTICS which I own some of!!. Any how IOpti and US ACOUSTICS which I own some of!!. Any how IOpti and US ACOUSTICS which I own some of!!. Any how IOpti and US ACOUSTICS which I own some of!!. Any how I’’’’m sure you have heard that a m sure you have heard that a m sure you have heard that a m sure you have heard that a 
million times. Imillion times. Imillion times. Imillion times. I’’’’m looking to by some (new) unopened Q60.4's in the box's Im looking to by some (new) unopened Q60.4's in the box's Im looking to by some (new) unopened Q60.4's in the box's Im looking to by some (new) unopened Q60.4's in the box's I’’’’m m m m not sure of not sure of not sure of not sure of 
the mono output of these as 1 ch. but I want to run two 4 channels 1 as a monothe mono output of these as 1 ch. but I want to run two 4 channels 1 as a monothe mono output of these as 1 ch. but I want to run two 4 channels 1 as a monothe mono output of these as 1 ch. but I want to run two 4 channels 1 as a mono    block. block. block. block. 
Comments? I also found a Q275.2 I would love to come across some balance line drivers, Comments? I also found a Q275.2 I would love to come across some balance line drivers, Comments? I also found a Q275.2 I would love to come across some balance line drivers, Comments? I also found a Q275.2 I would love to come across some balance line drivers, 
still looking. Thanks for your time,still looking. Thanks for your time,still looking. Thanks for your time,still looking. Thanks for your time,     Steve Hayles. Steve Hayles. Steve Hayles. Steve Hayles.     shayles@reynoldsmf shayles@reynoldsmf shayles@reynoldsmf shayles@reynoldsmfg.com or g.com or g.com or g.com or 
baggagetoo@aol.combaggagetoo@aol.combaggagetoo@aol.combaggagetoo@aol.com        

 

 


